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Stratification (Cold Treatment) 
The seeds of many plants (especially perennials and Colorado natives) want to make sure it’s spring before they germinate. 
They determine that winter has past by keeping track of their exposure to cold temperatures. Therefore, the gardener hoping 
to germinate these seeds must simulate winter conditions. This is done by a technique called “stratification”—chilling the 
seeds for several months outdoors or in the refrigerator or freezer. 

Additionally, some seeds (such as lettuce and delphiniums), which normally germinate easily, become dormant when 
subjected to temperatures over 75 degrees. Stratification will break this induced dormancy and allow the seeds to 
germinate. 

To stratify seeds, first plant them in containers according to the directions for starting seeds indoors. Place the 
containers in a plastic bag and put them in the refrigerator or freezer for 4 – 12 weeks.  

Just some examples of seeds preferring or needing a cold treatment include Aconite, bells of Ireland, bleeding heart, 
columbine, cotoneaster, daylily, euonymus, gas plant, hellebore, hickory, holly, juniper, lavender, Lathyrus spp., lupines, 
Meconopsis spp., parsley, peony, phlox, Primula, species roses, serviceberry, trillium, Viola spp., and many hardy shrubs 
and trees. 

Scarification 
The coat of some seeds is very hard and tough. Normally, this protects the seed and ensures that conditions for germination 
are favorable. In nature, seeds may pass through the digestive tract of a bird or animal, or be burned in a fire. A hard seed 
coat gives these seeds a longer storage life as well.  

Since you’re unlikely to eat or roast your seeds, you need to provide another way for air and water to reach the tiny 
embryo inside that armored seed coat. Using chemical or mechanical means to create a weak spot or crack in the seed coat 
is called “scarification.” Since chemical scarification is usually done using rather strong acids in a very controlled setting, 
we’ll focus on mechanical scarification. 

Some seeds are shipped from the grower already mechanically scarified. (Be sure to plant these right away as they 
won’t store very long.) Geranium seeds frequently come pre-scarified.  

To scarify large seeds, you can use a knife, rasp or file to saw a niche in the seed coat. This allows water and air to 
penetrate. Be careful not to injure the embryonic plant inside. Then soak the seed for 12 – 24 hours before planting. Smaller 
seeds may be too difficult to handle; just soak these. 

Examples of seeds benefiting from scarification include apple, beans, beets, canna, carrots, celery, honey locust, 
impatiens, laburnum, lupine, mimosa, morning glory, pansy, parsley, peas, stone fruits, and sweet peas. 

Soaking 
Some seeds come with a chemical inhibitor to keep them from germinating under inhospitable conditions. Others need 
prolonged soaking to absorb water through their mostly-impermeable seed coat, as mentioned under “scarification.” 

Soak seeds by placing them in a labeled container and pouring hot (not boiling) water over them. Use about 6 times as 
much volume of water as seed, to allow for absorption.  Soak the seed for 12 – 24 hours; then plant immediately. Once wet, 
never allow them to dry out, or the embryonic plant inside will die.  

Not every seed should be soaked first. Some become too fragile when saturated. For example, beans absorb water too 
quickly, damaging the seed. Examples of seeds benefiting from soaking include okra, asparagus, parsley, lupines, sweet 
peas, morning glories and many trees and houseplants. 

Light 
Some plants are colonists, the first to grow in a barren area. Their seeds lie buried and dormant until the soil is disturbed 
from a landslide or your shovel. Then, exposure to light brings them to life. Many weed seeds belong in this category. This 
is why hoeing may actually cause the growth of more weeds!  

Avoid covering these seeds with more than a sparse sprinkling of vermiculite, sand or, soil: yarrow, dill, columbines, 
flowering cabbages, Shasta daisy, lettuce, sweet alyssum, stock, petunias, savory, and sage. 



Darkness 
Other seeds require darkness to germinate, ensuring they are properly buried. Cover the flat or container with a board, or 
put them in a warm dark place. Be sure to check daily, as they need bright light once they sprout. Seeds that need darkness 
to germinate include cornflower, coriander, sweet peas and statice. 

Cool Temperature Germination 
Many common perennials, as well as herbs and annuals, prefer cooler than average temperatures—around 55°— to 
germinate. A few examples include California poppies, strawberries, coral bells, perennial candytuft, perennial sweet peas, 
annual sweet peas, poppies, Penstemon, annual phlox, and thyme. 

Double Dormancy, Etc. 
As if all this weren’t enough, some seeds are so finicky that they require more than one special treatment—and in the right 
order. For example, Trillium needs three months of stratification, then three months of heat, and finally another three 
months of cold before it will germinate! Luckily, most of these seeds are not ones most gardeners grow. If you are 
attempting to germinate the seeds of unusual plants, such as native wildflowers, you may want to investigate further to see 
if they have special requirements.  

Pre-germination 
Some seeds prefer to sulk rather than germinate, especially in cold spring soil. They may rot before they have a chance to 
sprout. However, you can’t start them indoors because the seedlings may not transplant well. In this case, it often helps to 
pre-germinate the seeds indoors. Once a seed has started to sprout, it will continue to grow, and can be carefully planted 
outside. This method works well for sweet peas, peas, corn, onions, leeks, parsley and carrots. (Onions and leeks do 
transplant well.) 

Pre-sprouting may be done in several ways. If the seeds are large, such as peas and corn, scatter them sparsely across a 
damp paper towel, roll up the towel, and place it in a plastic bag. Check daily. When the roots start to appear or elongate, 
immediately plant the seed, taking care not to injure the delicate root hairs. 

Finer seeds, such as carrots and parsley, do better started in an agar or cornstarch gel. You mix the agar with water 
according to the directions it comes with. (Or combine 1 Tbsp. cornstarch with 1 cup water. Bring to a boil to thicken, and 
let cool somewhat.) Pour the gel mixture into a flat tray with a cover. Let it set up. Then sprinkle seed over the gel, cover 
the tray, and place it in a warm place.  

Carrots may sprout in 3 – 5 days rather than the 3 weeks they take outdoors!  
When the tiny roots appear, plant the seeds, gel and all. (You can either squeeze it out of a large needle-less syringe, use 

a plastic bag with one corner cut off, or scoop seed and gel with a spoon and place it where you want it.) This is a fair 
amount of work, but may make the difference between success and failure for a slow-to-sprout seed. 

Fungicides 
You can increase  the survival rate of seeds sown in cool, damp soil by treating the seed with a fungicide prior to planting. 
Purchased seeds may come already treated, or you can purchase a fungicide at a garden center and follow the directions on 
the package. Extra-sweet corn is almost always pre-treated with a fungicide. 

Inoculants 
Legumes, such as peas and beans, benefit from symbiotic fungi that help them use nitrogen from the air, resulting in higher 
yields. If you haven’t grown legumes in that exact location before, you need to add this fungi to the soil. Inoculants are sold 
as granulated powders. Simply sprinkle the inoculants in the furrow along with the beans before covering them. 


